
 

 Geography at the Movies!  

A slight change for the half term break, below are some films, documentaries, and series that you 

may enjoy watching. Please note the age guidance next to each recommendation when selecting 

your viewing!  

Netflix  

The Impossible (12) – tracking one family’s harrowing experiences, this gripping drama depicts the 

chaos caused by the massive 2004 east Asian tsunami.  

Enchanted Kingdom (PG) – set in Africa, a 3D tour illuminates the mystical beauty, wonder and 

power of the natural world and uncovers the astonishing creatures who inhabit it.  

Down to earth with Zac Efron (12) – The actor journeys around the world looking at healthy, 

sustainable ways to live.  

Magical Andes (U) – From Argentina to Columbia, journey through South America’s mountains and 

meet the people whose bond with the Andes has led to them living unique lives.  

A plastic ocean (PG) – When he discovers the world’s oceans brimming with plastic a filmmaker 

investigates the pollutions environmental impact.  

Chasing Coral (PG) – Divers, scientists and photographers around the world mount an epic 

underwater campaign to document the disappearance of the coral reefs.  

72 Dangerous places to live (PG) – Get up close and personal with avalanches, fiery volcanoes and 

other natural cataclysms, and learn why some choose to live in their destructive paths.  

Into the storm (12) – As a slew of tornadoes devastates a small town, most residents scramble for 

shelter but other defiantly try to capture the twisters on film.  

Everest (12) – In 1996 rival mountaineering teams try to scale Mount Everest but when a blizzard 

hits the summit the climbers must fight to stay alive.  

David Attenborough – A life on our planet (PG) – A broadcaster recounts his life and the 

evolutionary history of life on earth, to grieve the loss of wild places and offer a vision for the future.  

BBC iPlayer  

A perfect planet (U) - Our planet is one in a billion. How incredible, awe-inspiring life is driven by its 

natural forces - and how we can ensure humans become a force for good. With David Attenborough. 



Earth’s Great Rivers (U) – Revealing the animals, landscapes and people of the greatest rivers on 

earth.  

Simon Reeves Documentaries – there is a huge selection of documentaries by Simon Reeves 

available on iPlayer covering countries from all over the world.  

Our Planet – A selection of documentaries available on iPlayer which focus on the challenges facing 

planet earth.  

David Attenborough – there is a large selection of David Attenborough documentaries on iPlayer, all 

of which would make excellent viewing.  

 

Amazon Prime 

James May our man in Japan (15) – James May embarks on an incredible journey across Japan from 

its icy north to its balmy south.  

Capital in the 21st century (PG) – This captivating documentary is an eye opening journey through 

wealth and power and shines a new light on today’s growing inequality. 

The Day After Tomorrow (12) – The planets oceans become cooler sparking deadly storms. A new 

ice age begins.  

Twister Chasers (13+) – This film takes viewers on a wild ride with tornado chasers as they criss cross 

the American Midwest to see, photograph and experience mother natures most violent and 

unpredictable storms.  

Disney + 

Before the Flood (U) – A riveting account of the dramatic changes occurring around the world as a 

result of climate change.  

The Flood (U) – In the heart of Southern Africa’s largest desert lies a miracle the Okavango Delta in 

Botswana. One of the most diverse habitats on earth each year it undergoes an epic transformation 

as desert becomes water.  

Elephant (U) – Narrated by Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex, Disneynature’s “Elephant” follows 

African elephant Shani and her spirited son Jomo as their herd make an epic journey hundreds of 

miles across the vast Kalahari Desert, from the Okavango delta to the Zambezi river, just as countless 

generations of their ancestors have done before.  

 

 

 

 


